Weber Training Stables
Stable policies and procedures
The following stable policies have been adopted for the safety and well being of all horses
And people alike. Please respect them.
1

Grain and hay are to be fed only by stable management. If you want to treat your
horses bring apples or carrots.

2

Stalls are cleaned on a daily basis. No one but authorized personnel is to be cleaning
or bedding stalls.

3

No dogs or other pets are allowed on the stable grounds. (With exception to those who
live here). No exceptions.

4

The wash rack and ready areas are to be cleaned and swept every time you take your
horse out of it. Do this before you ride, so the next person gets to use a clean ready area
as well.

5

If you open a gate, make sure you close and secure it behind you immediately.

6

Close stall doors and turn off stall lights every time you remove your horse from stall.

7

The only stall that an owner is authorized to enter are that of their own horse. The only
exception would be in the event of an emergency.

8

Riding students are only allowed in lesson horse stalls with permission and
supervision of riding instructor, and only during scheduled lesson times.

9

No equipment or supplies belonging to WTS are to be used or removed
from premises without consent of WTS.

10

You are responsible for cleaning up after yourself and your horse. If you fail to put
away your things and they are lost or stolen WTS will not be responsible for them.

11

WTS takes seriously its responsibility to provide a clean, safe, fun and
economical place for its clients and their horses. We are not here however to baby-sit,
clean up after or be responsible for Minor riders not accompanied by parents or guardians
Please be sure your kids are properly supervised or mature enough to be safe and follow
rules when left unattended at the barn.

12
Close and lock up tack rooms when you are finished. Turn off all barn lights and
water when you are finished.
13

Horses belonging to anyone except stable customers are not allowed to use stable
facilities unless previously arranged for with stable management.

14

We will feed supplements, but the owner must provide the supplements.

15

You are responsible for the actions of any family member or guest that you may bring to
the stable. Make sure that they follow the rules.

16

All horses must be in their stalls at least 15 minutes before feeding time and for at least
30 minutes after being fed.

17

Stall signs must be of the same size, material, and lettering as the stable signs.

18

We clean up manure in stalls, pastures & individual paddocks. Any manure your horse
deposits anywhere else is to be cleaned up by the person working with the horse at that
time.

19

Absolutely NO SMOKING allowed, In ANY part of the barn. No alcoholic beverages of
any kind will be brought to the stable.

20

Horses are to be led with lead ropes at all times while on stable grounds and only one
horse led at a time.

21

If you bring food or beverages to barn, clean up after yourself. Deposit trash in the trash
containers provided throughout the facility.

22

We have a nice round pen at the rear of the main barn for the lunging. Please do not lunge
in the other arenas.

23

Always respect other riders using either arena. Try to work the same direction and
co-operate with other riders working their horses. When necessary to travel in opposite
directions riders should proceed left shoulder to left shoulder. Riders with more
experience should maneuver around less experienced riders (and /or horses). No racing or
other games unless agreed upon by all riders using the arena.

24

Jumping privileges and equipment are extended to only those experienced in that
discipline or currently taking instruction in that discipline. Those not taking instruction
must provide references from previous instructors. Helmets are to be worn and the proper
jumps and equipment used at all times.

25

Lessons and training are to only be given by qualified personnel and arranged for
by stable management. Anyone impersonating or misrepresenting himself or herself as
qualified to train or give instruction on WTS premises or elsewhere representing WTS
will be permanently barred from WTS and prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

26

Boarders using barn crossties or other ready areas should sweep or clean are after use.

27

The break room is to be kept clean, food, candy, pop etc. are for the convenience of
boarders, students and their guests. Anyone using this area and these items is expected
to dispose of their wrappers, pop cans, etc. properly. Failure to appreciate this
convenience and clean up after yourself will result in these items not being restocked and
this privilege being discontinued.

28

Motor vehicles are to be operated slowly and with caution in driveway and parking area.
Excessive speed is hazardous to pets, kids, horses, etc.

29

Common sense should be used when working horses in extreme heat or cold. Overheated
horses should be cooled out properly before being put away in all conditions.

30

Fully enclosed shoes are required at all times.

31

No horse shall be left unattended when not in stall, pasture or individual paddock.

32

No riding double for the sake of safety.

33

All minors under the age of 18 are required to wear a hard hat/helmet at all times while
riding. Hard hats are required by all riders while jumping.

34

Children under 12 years of age must have constant supervision while at the stable. The
parent or guardian of any child will be responsible for their behavior

35

Changing of stalls and tack storage space must be approved by WTS.

36

Throwing trash anywhere on the stable grounds is not allowed (including shedding hair,
etc.). Deposit in designated trash containers.

37

The stable telephone shall not be used without permission, except in cases of extreme
emergency.

38
If you choose to use blankets on your horse(s), they are your responsibility unless other
arrangements are made with WTS staff.
39.

Horses will be wormed every other month by WTS personnel.

Weber Training Stables (here in after referred to as WTS) facilities are for the use of its boarders,
their families, and guests. Boarders will be responsible for the conduct of their guests at WTS.
WTS reserves the right to refuse admittance and/or direct non boarders to leave the equestrian
center if their conduct does not conform to WTS rules and/or good social behavior. Flagrant
disregard for WTS rules by boarders or family may result in our giving that boarder written
notice to vacate WTS.
Warning
1.

Actions, such as stealing, the use of narcotics, flagrant damage or destruction of stable
property, abuse of animals, physical or verbal abuse of ranch personnel will not be
tolerated and will result in the immediate expulsion from the premises.

2.

You are hereby advised and warned that all boarders and family members should
purchase and wear a riding helmet or hard hat and wear it in and around WTS at all times
to prevent horse related injuries. Minors under the age of 18 are mandated to wear a
helmet at all times while riding.

3.

You are hereby advised that direct loss, damage, or injury to you, your family, your
guests, or your horse, tack, equipment, car and/or trailer is not covered while on these
premises by WTS insurance. Insurance is to be provided for all of the above mentioned
by the individual; either by personal (life, medical, homeowner’s etc.) Or
Horse insurance policy.

